Analysis of natural killer activity and antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity in healthy volunteers and in patients with primary lung cancer and metastatic pulmonary tumors.
To clarify the contribution of ADCC and NK activities to host immune response against cancer, the characteristics of cells mediating these activities were examined in the peripheral blood lymphocytes of normal volunteers, and the changes of these activities were also evaluated in patients with lung cancer and metastatic pulmonary tumors before and after chemotherapy. OAT cells derived from small cell carcinoma of the lung and K-562 cells derived from erythroleukemia were used as target cells of ADCC and/or NK assay. ADCC and NK activities were not changed according to age, sex, and blood type. Mild and marked personal difference were observed in ADCC and NK activity, respectively. These activities were also influenced by environment. ADCC and NK activities of normal adult volunteers were diversely correlated at the coefficient of gamma-0.426. NK activities were high against K-562 and CCRF-CEM cells, and low against BALL and OAT cells. NK activity against K-562 cells was strongly inhibited by K-562 or CCRF-CEM cells with high NK sensitivity, on the other hand, it was slightly inhibited by OAT and BALL cells with low NK sensitivity. NK activity against OAT cells was strongly inhibited by OAT, K-562 and CCRF-CEM cells, but not inhibited by BALL cells. The effector cells mediating NK activity were identified as non-adherent, E-receptor-positive, Fc-receptor-positive small lymphocytes. NK activity was not decreased before chemotherapy in patients with stage III primary lung cancer and metastatic pulmonary tumors. It was decreased only in patients of bad performance status, and it was significantly decreased in all patients after chemotherapy. ADCC also exhibited the tendency to decrease after chemotherapy in tumor-bearing patients. The recovery of NK-activity after chemotherapy well correlated with the effect of chemotherapy.